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1. Introduction: What is a Causative? 
 
 

A causative construction is used to describe an event that is brought about by an external 

force, such as a person or a situation. Often, an argument is added to a causative 

construction that is interpreted as the causer of the event. There are three major types of 

causatives: lexical, morphological, and periphrastic. Lexical causatives are verbs that 

directly encode causative meaning, such as English verbs break (cause to be broken) and 

feed (cause to eat), as in (1). 

 

(1) ENGLISH LEXICAL CAUSATIVES 
 

a. Trish broke the vase. 
b. Sammy fed the baby. 

 

Morphological causative verbs are derived by adding a causative morpheme to a verb. In 

Japanese, the causative morpheme -sase derives a causative verb (2). 

 

(2) JAPANESE MORPHOLOGICAL CAUSATIVES 

a. NON-CAUSATIVE 
Yasai-ga kusa-tta 
vegetable-NOM rot-PAST 
‘The vegetable rotted.’ 

 
b. CAUSATIVE 

Taroo-ga yasai-o kus-ase-ta 
Taro-NOM vegetable-ACC rot-CAUSE-PAST 
‘Taro caused the vegetable to rot.’ 

(Pylkkänen 2008:81, ex. 2) 
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Some verbs do not encode causative meaning, like lexical causatives, and cannot be 

causativized morphologically, like morphological causatives. In these instances, a second 

verb is used to attribute causative meaning to the sentence, such as English verbs make 

and have. This derives a periphrastic causative (3). 

 

(3) ENGLISH PERIPHRASTIC CAUSATIVES 

a. MAKE-CAUSATIVES 
(i)      * Joan laughed me. 
(ii) Joan made me laugh. 

 
b. HAVE-CAUSATIVES 

(i) Robert had them clean the floors. 

 

Most languages make use of more than one of these strategies to express causatives, as 

we have seen with English in the above examples (1) and (3). In this thesis I focus on a 

morphological causative in the Blackfoot language, which I introduce below. 

 

1.1 Blackfoot –attsi Causatives 

 

Blackfoot is an endangered Algonquian language spoken in southern Alberta and 

Montana. There are four major communities of speakers whose dialects are mutually 

intelligible: Siksiká (Siksika/Blackfoot), Kainaa (Blood), Aapatohsipiikani (North 

Peigan), and Aamsskaapipiikani (South Peigan). The fieldwork data in this thesis were 

elicited from speakers of Siksika Blackfoot.  
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Blackfoot, like all languages, makes use of various strategies to express causatives. This 

thesis is concerned with one type of morphological causative, the –attsi causative. In this 

type of causative, the morpheme –attsi derives a transitive causative verb from an 

intransitive non-causative verb, as follows (4). 

 

(4) BLACKFOOT –ATTSI CAUSATIVE 
 

a. INTRANSITIVE VERB STEM 
  nítsspiyiwa  
  nit-ihpiyi-wa 
  1-dance-PROX 
  ‘I danced’                 

(Frantz and Russell, 1995:22) 
 
 b. DERIVED TRANSITIVE CAUSATIVE VERB STEM  
  nítsspiyáttsaawa   nitána  
  nit-ihpiyi-attsi-aa-wa n-itan-wa  
  1-dance-CAUSE-DIR-PROX 1-daughter-3S  
  ‘I made my daughter dance’                    

(Frantz 1991:103, a) 
 

While –attsi causatives have been considered in various descriptive grammars of 

Blackfoot (Frantz, 1991, Taylor, 1969, Uhlenbeck, 1938), this type of causative has not 

been theoretically dealt with in the literature until very recently (Louie, 2008).1 Louie 

attempts to place –attsi causatives within a framework set out by Travis (2000), in which 

causatives are either lexical (single-event), or syntactic (bi-eventive). However, Louie 

shows that –attsi causatives are problematic for Travis’ framework because they cut 

across both lexical and syntactic causative types. She proposes a third category, functor 

causatives, in order to account for –attsi causatives. To Louie, functor causatives are 

                                                
1 Louie (2008) developed an analysis of –attsi causatives as I was writing this thesis. We have 
independently arrived at compatible proposals.  
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located in the head of an Event Phrase (EP) that takes a VoiceP complement. In this way, 

Louie explains why –attsi causatives are single-event causatives with properties of 

syntactic causatives. If –attsi was introduced above the EP, -attsi causatives would be bi-

eventive. If –attsi was introduced below the EP, -attsi causatives would be lexical.  

 

The typology of causatives that I adopt in this paper is the one developed by Pylkkänen 

(2002, 2008), which explains variation in cause not through event structure, but through 

two syntactic sources of variation. I briefly introduce her work below. 

 

1.2 Pylkkänen’s Typology of Causatives  

 

Pylkkänen (2002, 2008) develops a typology of causatives to explain cross-linguistic 

variation in causative constructions (Pylkkänen, 2008). She proposes two sources of 

variation in causatives: the category of the cause head, and the category of the 

complement of cause, as in (5). 
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(5) SOURCES OF CAUSATIVE VARIATION 

1. CATEGORY OF THE CAUSE HEAD 
 (i) Cause is v 
 (ii) Cause is voice2 3 
 
2. CATEGORY OF THE COMPLEMENT OF CAUSE 

(i) RootP 
(ii) vP 
(iii) VoiceP 

 

Following from these two sources of variation, Pylkkänen proposes that there are six 

types of causatives cross-linguistically. These are schematized below in (6). 

 

(6) TYPOLOGY OF CAUSATIVES 

 

 

The questions I set out to answer in this thesis are: (i) what is the syntactic category of  

–attsi? and (ii) what is the category of the complement of -attsi? In other words, what is 

the syntactic structure of an –attsi causative? By applying Pylkkänen’s diagnostics to 

Blackfoot –attsi causatives, I give evidence that the cause head –attsi is voice (always 

introduces an external argument), and selects a VoiceP complement. In the next 

subsection I describe the elicitation methodology used to collect the data that form the 

basis of this analysis. 

                                                
2 Voice is a category that introduces external arguments, following Kratzer (1996). 
3 voice is a convention I use to refer to a cause head with the properties of both v and Voice. 
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1.3 Methodology: MuDBE 

 

One important diagnostic of the category of the complement of cause involves testing for 

adverbial scope ambiguity (Pylkkänen, 2008). Such data can be difficult to elicit in a 

standard translation task without first setting up elaborate contexts. In order to ameliorate 

this weakness in data elicitation, I used an innovative elicitation tool called MuDBE, 

which stands for Multimedia Data Base for Elicitation (Burton, 2008). MuDBE is 

designed for story-based elicitations. The storyline of a MuDBE story becomes a fixed 

context for data collection, and story-narration is a good way to gather more natural 

speech than interview-based fieldwork methods. For this thesis I developed and 

illustrated a story called Super Doll that contained several examples of the causative data 

I was looking for.4 I recorded the story twice with one speaker and three times with a 

second speaker, every time with consistent results. I have included Super Doll, together 

with data I gathered from narrations, in Appendix I. 

 

1.4 Organization of this Thesis 

 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 I consider the category of  

-attsi, and argue that –attsi is voice, and always introduces an external argument. In 

Chapter 3 I turn to the category of the complement of cause. I apply two diagnostics to  

–attsi causatives, and propose that –attsi selects a VoiceP complement. Chapter 4 is the 

conclusion of this thesis.  

                                                
4 The storyline of Super Doll owes the lion’s share of its content to Strang Burton. Many thanks to Strang 
Burton, Kimiko Nakanishi and Elizabeth Ritter for their help in developing the Super Doll story. 
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2. Variation in the Category of Cause 

 

In this chapter I will discuss the two types of cause heads that occur cross-linguistically, 

following Pylkkänen (2008). In the first type, cause is “bundled” with the category Voice, 

and is realized as voicecause, a head that has properties of both v and Voice. In the second 

type, cause is not “bundled” with Voice, and is realized as the category vcause. Pylkkänen 

refers to these two variants as Voice-bundling and non-Voice-bundling, respectively. In 

this paper, I will refer to this variation as variation in the category of cause. I will 

conclude this chapter by proposing that the Blackfoot cause head –attsi is realized as 

voicecause. 

 

Following Kratzer (1996), I assume that Voice is the category that introduces external 

arguments. Consider the English sentence John walks the dog, represented below. John, 

the external argument, is merged in Spec-VoiceP. The verb walk is derived by movement 

of the root √walk to v and subsequently to Voice, and the internal argument the dog is 

merged as a complement of the root (7). 
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(7) VOICE INTRODUCES AN EXTERNAL ARGUMENT 
 

 

 

The characteristics of Voice have implications for the characteristics of cause cross-

linguistically. If cause is realized as voicecause, the prediction is that cause will always 

introduce an external causer argument (8).  

 
 
 
(8) VOICECAUSE INTRODUCES CAUSER ARGUMENT 
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English make-causatives always have a causer argument; therefore, cause is voicecause. In 

the passive voice the external argument position of a causative verb is lexically saturated, 

and the causer argument is optionally adjoined to the structure as a by-phrase (9). 

 

(9) ENGLISH MAKE-CAUSATIVES HAVE CAUSER ARGUMENTS 

a. ACTIVE VOICE 
John made Mary cry. 

 
b. PASSIVE VOICE 

Mary was made to cry (by John). 
 

If cause is realized as vcause, the prediction is that cause need not introduce an external 

causer argument. In some cases, vcause projects a VoiceP, which introduces an external 

causer to the structure (10).  

 

(10) VCAUSE INTRODUCES  CAUSER ARGUMENT 
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However, vcause does not obligatorily project a VoiceP. This means that when cause is 

vcause, it is possible to construct sentences that have causative semantics, but no causer 

argument (11).  

 

(11) VCAUSE DOES NOT INTRODUCE CAUSER ARGUMENT 
 

 

 

Finnish desiderative causatives have this structure, as shown in the examples below. In 

(12), there is causative morphology, but no external causer. Example (13) shows that 

there is in fact no causer argument present in the structure. In (13)a, the causing event is 

questioned, and the result is grammatical. In (13)b, the causer argument is questioned, 

and the result is ungrammatical. In other words, there is no causer argument in this 

structure, despite the presence of causative semantics. 

 

(12) FINNISH DESIDERATIVE CAUSATIVE 
Maija-a  naura-tta-a 
Maija-PART  laugh-CAUSE-3S 
‘Maija feels like laughing’ 

(Pylkkänen, 2008:95, ex. 32b) 
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(13) FINNISH DESIDERATIVE CAUSATIVES HAVE NO EXTERNAL CAUSER 
a. Minu-a naura-tta-a   mutt-en  tiedä  mikä 
 I-PART  laugh-CAUSE-3S  but-not.1S  know  what.NOM 

‘Something makes me feel like laughing but I don’t know what (makes me 
feel like laughing).’ 

(Pylkkänen 2008:98, ex. 38a) 
 

b.      * Minu-a naura-tta-a   mutt-en  tiedä  kuka 
 I-PART  laugh-CAUSE-3S  but-not.1S  know  who.NOM 

‘Something makes me feel like laughing but I don’t know who (makes me 
feel like laughing).’ 

(Pylkkänen 2008:98, ex. 39) 
 
 
The Finnish -tta causative morpheme is an example of a cause head that is realized as 

vcause. In this construction, -tta does not introduce an external causer. 

 

2.1 Evidence from Blackfoot 

 

All of the evidence regarding –attsi causatives suggests that –attsi must introduce a 

causer argument. Frantz (1991) contends that –attsi derives a transitive verb from an 

intransitive one; -attsi cannot add causative semantics without adding a causer argument. 

Louie (2008) proposes that –attsi functionally encodes a causer; that is, it always 

introduces an external causer argument. Finally, all of the –attsi sentences that I elicited 

involved the addition of a causer argument (14). These facts are all strongly in favour of 

proposing that the category of –attsi is voicecause.  
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(14) –ATTSI INTRODUCES CAUSER ARGUMENT 
anna   aakiikoan  áíhpiyattsi   ni  otsitapíím 
ann-wa  aakiikoan á-ihpiyi-attsi   ann-yi ot-atapíím 
DEM-PROX.SG girl  IMPF-dance-CAUSE  DEM-OBV.SG GEN-doll 
‘The girl is making the doll dance.’ 5 

 

It is possible to construct an –attsi causative sentence with a phonetically null causer 

argument (15). 

 
(15) –ATTSI WITH PHONETICALLY NULL CAUSER 

áíhpiyattsi   ni   otsitapíím 
á-ihpiyi-attsi   ann-yi   ot-atapíím 
IMPF-dance-CAUSE  DEM-OBV.SG GEN-doll 
‘She is making her doll dance.’ 

 
 

Evidence that a phonetically null agentive causer argument (‘she’) is present comes from 

the possibility of creating an imperative –attsi causative. If –attsi introduces a causer 

argument, it should be possible to create an imperative once –attsi is added to a verb. 

This is in fact possible, as in (16). 

 
(16) IMPERATIVE –ATTSI CAUSATIVE 

Ihpiyáttsisa! 
ihpiyi-attsi-s-a 
dance-CAUS-IMP-PRON 
‘Make her dance!’ 

 
 
Finally, in an –attsi causative with a phonetically null causer, the causer can be 

questioned. This is additional evidence that the causer is present (17). 

 

 

                                                
5 The morpheme á is interpreted as an imperfective morpheme following Dunham (2007); for Frantz (1991) 
it is a durative marker. 
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(17) CAUSER ARGUMENT CAN BE QUESTIONED 
Áíhpiyattsi  ni  otsitapíím.  

 á-ihpiyi-attsi  ann-yi  ot-atapíím 
 IMPF-dance-CAUSE  DEM-OBV.SG  GEN-doll 
  Máátssksinowaawaatsiksi  otáíhpiyattsiok. 
  Maat-ssksino-aa-waatsiksi  ot-á-ihpiyi-attsi-ok 
  NEG-know.TA-DIR-NON.AFFIRM  3-DUR-dance-CAUSE-INV 
 ‘Someone is making that doll dance. I don’t know who is making it dance.’ 
 
 
The fact that one can readily form an imperative from an –attsi causative and question a 

phonetically null causer argument is evidence in support of my proposal that –attsi 

always introduces an external argument, and is voicecause. 

 
 
 
2.2 Summary 
 
 

In this chapter I have shown that –attsi causatives readily form imperatives, and that the 

causer is readily questioned, even when phonetically null. I have developed a proposal 

that the category of –attsi is voicecause. This proposal is able to neatly capture the fact that 

–attsi causatives always introduce a causer argument. 

 

In the following chapter, I turn to the second source of variation in causatives: variation 

in the complement of cause. 
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3. Variation in the Complement of Cause 

 

In chapter two we established that the syntactic category of Blackfoot -attsi cause is the 

category voicecause. The purpose of this chapter is to determine the C-selectional 

properties of the Blackfoot causative morpheme –attsi. Following Pylkkänen (2008), I 

accomplish this by applying two diagnostics to –attsi causatives. Based on the evidence, I 

argue that Blackfoot –attsi causatives are of the Voice-selecting6 type, and not root- or v-

selecting. 

 

C-selection is a term used to describe the process of selecting a complement of a 

particular syntactic category by a syntactic head. The options for a cause head are (i) 

rootP, which is a phrase containing a category-neutral root and no derivational 

morphology, (ii) vP, which is a phrase containing a category-neutral root and verbalizing 

morphology, but no external argument, and (iii) VoiceP7, which is a phrase containing a 

category-neutral root, verbalizing morphology, and an external argument. In order to 

determine the category of the complement selected by the cause head, Pylkkänen 

develops two diagnostics. In the remainder of this section, I summarize these diagnostics. 

 

                                                
6 To Pylkkänen, these are phase-selecting causatives. 
7 Terminology here is ambiguous. Pylkkänen (2008) chooses to call the head that introduces an external 
argument Voice, following Kratzer (1996); Pylkkänen refers to the lexical verb as v. To Chomsky (1995), 
the head that introduces an external argument is v, and the lexical verb is V. This is summarized in the table 
below (i). In this paper, I adopt the terminology used by Pylkkänen. 
 
(i)  INTRODUCES 

EXTERNAL ARGUMENT 
LEXICAL VERB 

 Pylkkänen Voice v Root 
 Chomsky v V 
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The first diagnostic is concerned with the category of morphology intervening between 

the root and the causative morpheme. This diagnostic assumes that any morphology 

between root and cause is part of the complement of cause; therefore, identifying the 

category of the morphology is tantamount to identifying the category of the complement. 

If cause is attached to a bare root, then the complement is a rootP. If cause is attached to a 

base consisting of a root and a verbalizing morpheme, then the complement is vP. If 

cause is attached to a base consisting of a root, a verbalizing morpheme and a Voice 

morpheme, the complement is VoiceP.8  

 

The second diagnostic considers adverbial modification of both the causing and caused 

events. The assumption behind this diagnostic is that different semantic classes of 

adverbs (root-modification, manner, and agent-oriented adverbs) will only be able to 

modify certain elements in the structure; therefore, the availability of different semantic 

classes of adverbs in a causative construction tells us which heads are present and 

available for modification. Specifically, root-modifiers modify category-neutral roots, 

which implies that they can modify roots outside of a verbal environment, for example in 

a nominal environment. English root-modifiers include partway, half-full and mostly. 

Manner adverbs modify the action and are adjoined to vP, and thus provide indirect 

evidence for v. Some examples of English manner adverbs are quickly, quietly, and 

grumpily. Finally, agent-oriented adverbs modify an argument of VoiceP, and thus 

                                                
8 Pylkkänen (2008) gives evidence that if high applicative morphology (McGinnis, 2001) intervenes 
between root and cause, the complement of cause is a VoiceP. A high applicative derives a ditransitive verb 
such as the English John made Mary buy milk for the cat. Blackfoot –attsi selects an intransitive verb stem 
to derive a transitive stem (Frantz, 1991). Additionally, there is evidence that Blackfoot verbs maximally 
encode two arguments (Bliss, 2005). For this reason, I do not pursue this diagnostic in this paper, but leave 
the possibility of ditransitive diagnostics to future research on other causative finals. 
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provide evidence for Voice. Some examples from English are the adverbs reluctantly, 

willingly, and obediently (Haumann, 2007). The distribution and permissibility of these 

three sets of adverbs are useful to identify root, v and Voice heads, as summarized in the 

table below (18). 

 

(18) THREE SETS OF ADVERBS 

ADVERB SET CATEGORY 
MODIFIED 

SAMPLE ADVERBS 
(ENGLISH) 

SEMANTIC 
CONTRIBUTION 

Root-modifier Root partway 
mostly 

Modifies result 

Manner v quickly 
quietly 

Modifies manner 
of action 

Agent-oriented Voice willingly 
obediently 

Modifies agent 

 
 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In §3.1 I apply the first diagnostic, 

morphology between the root and the causative morpheme, to Blackfoot  

–attsi causatives. I will show that -attsi does not take a bare root as a complement, but 

rather takes a complement that is either a vP or a VoiceP. In §3.2 I will apply the second 

diagnostic, adverbial modification, to –attsi causatives. I will propose that the 

complement of –attsi is a VoiceP. In §3.3 I will summarize the findings of this chapter. 

 

3.1 Diagnostic 1: Morphology between the Root and the Causative Morpheme 

 

In this section, I apply the first diagnostic, which focuses on morphology between the 

root and causative morpheme, to –attsi causatives. I use the morphology that intervenes 
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between Blackfoot verb roots and -attsi to establish that Blackfoot –attsi causatives are 

not root-selecting, but must be either v- or Voice-selecting.  

 

The first diagnostic assumes that the category of the complement of cause is the category 

of any morphology that intervenes between root and cause. If cause is root-selecting, no 

morphology is permitted to intervene between root and cause. Such a causative is 

depicted below in (19). Recall from chapter 2 that the Blackfoot cause head is Voice-

bundling, and is of the category voicecause. For this reason, in all trees representing 

Blackfoot or predictions pertaining to Blackfoot –attsi causatives the cause head is 

voicecause. 

 

(19) ROOT-SELECTING CAUSATIVE 

 

Root-selecting causatives take a category-neutral root as their complement. Category-

neutral roots are here conceptualized, following Marantz (1997), as bound morphemes 

that contain the bulk of the lexical information of any given word. However, roots are not 

specified for any lexical category: once inserted into the syntax, they are verbalized9 by a 

functional v head. This process is often, but not always, visible in the form of overt 

morphology. Internal arguments are assumed to be arguments of the root (Marantz, 
                                                
9 Functional n heads derive nominals from roots, and functional a heads derive adjectives; however, this 
paper only deals with roots in a verbal context. 
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1997). The structure of a root with an internal argument (an object) and verbalizing 

morphology is represented below in (20). 

 

(20) CATEGORY-NEUTRAL ROOT WITH VERBALIZING MORPHOLOGY 

 

 

3.1.1 Evidence from Blackfoot 

 

If Blackfoot –attsi causatives are root-selecting, we predict that no morphology will 

intervene between the root and the causative morpheme. However, this is not the case. In 

this section, I show that Blackfoot –attsi causatives require morphology to intervene 

between the root and the causative morpheme. Blackfoot –attsi causatives are therefore 

not root-selecting, but v- or Voice-selecting.  

 

Before I can demonstrate that –attsi causatives do not appear adjacent to the root 

morpheme, I must first determine which morpheme is the root in a Blackfoot verb. To 

this end, it will be useful to give a brief introduction to Blackfoot verbs. Blackfoot verb 
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stems10 consist of two morphemes, which are called INITIAL and FINAL in traditional 

descriptions of Algonquian languages (Bloomfield, 1946).11  Consider the following 

related intransitive verb stems meaning ‘be black’. Both are composed of an initial 

meaning ‘black’ and a final indicating the animacy of the argument (21). These verb 

stems take inflectional suffixes to form different verbs (22). 

 

(21) BLACKFOOT VERBS MEANING ‘BE BLACK’12 

a. Sik(s)-inaa 
black-AI.FINAL 
 

b. Sik(s)-inaattsi 
black-II.FINAL 

 
 
 
(22) VERB STEMS MEANING ‘BE BLACK’ + INFLECTION SUFFIXES 

 
a. Anna   póósa   siksináámm 

ann-wa  poos-wa  sik-(s)inaa-mm 
DEM-AN.SG  cat-AN.SG  black-AI.FINAL-3S 
‘That cat (animate) is black (animate)’ 

 
b. Anni   asóka’simi  siksinááttsiwa 

Ann-yi  asoka’sim-yi  sik-(s)inaattsi-wa 
DEM-IN.SG  dress-IN.SG  black-II.FINAL-3S 
‘That dress (inanimate) is black (inanimate)’ 

 
 

Following Goddard (2002), I assume that the initial, the morpheme sik in the above 

examples, is the root morpheme. If sik is a root, it should appear in other word classes, 

                                                
10 I elect to use the traditional term used in studies of Algonquian languages, which is STEM. A BASE is a 
technical term for a morphological constituent to which any affix is added. A stem is a technical term for a 
morphological base to which inflectional affixes are added. Causative affixes are considered derivational. 
11 There is an additional morpheme called a MEDIAL, which optionally intervenes between a root and a 
final.  
12 In both of these examples the root-final consonant is k, which assibilates to ks before an i-initial 
morpheme in Blackfoot. 
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which it does. In the following example, sik is part of the verb ‘be black’ and the noun 

‘Blackfoot’ (23).  

 

(23) VERB AND ROOT WITH INITIAL SIK ‘BLACK’ 
 
a. sik(s)-inaa   VERB 
 √black-AI.final 
 ‘be black (animate)’ 
 
b. Sik-siká   NOUN 

√black-foot 
‘Blackfoot’ 

 

The Blackfoot initial contains the bulk of the lexical information. The contribution of the 

final has to do with the selectional properties of the verb, and argument structure (Ritter 

and Rosen, 2009). As we saw in (21) and (22) above, there are often sets of related 

Blackfoot verb stems, which attribute a similar semantic roles to animate and inanimate 

arguments. Blackfoot intransitive verbs13 often have two related stems: ANIMATE 

INTRANSITIVE, which selects an animate argument, as in (22)a; and INANIMATE 

INTRANSITIVE, which selects an inanimate argument, as in (22)b.14 The two types of 

intransitive verbs are schematized below in (24).  

 

(24) PARADIGM OF INTRANSITIVE VERBS 

Animate Intransitive (AI) Inanimate Intransitive (II) 
• Argument is 

grammatically animate 
• e.g. saahkómaapi ‘boy’, 

pokón ‘ball’ 

• Argument is 
grammatically inanimate 

• e.g. asóka’sim ‘dress’, 
napayín ‘bread’ 

                                                
13 This paper is only concerned with intransitive verbs, therefore transitive finals will be largely ignored. 
14 The arguments of animate intransitive verbs are normally grammatically animate, but as demonstrated in 
Johansson (2007), in exceptional circumstances the verb may select a semantically animate argument (that 
is grammatically inanimate). 
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To return to Pylkkänen’s diagnostic, if –attsi causatives were root-selecting, we would 

expect the causative –attsi morpheme to appear directly after the initial (the root). 

However, this is not the case. Causative –attsi is to the right of the final, as schematized 

below (25). 

 

(25) INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF A BLACKFOOT –ATTSI CAUSATIVE 

INITIAL - FINAL - ATTSI 
 
 
Root    ??  Cause 

 

Notice in (25) above that the category of the Blackfoot final morpheme is uncertain. In 

order to determine the C-selectional properties of –attsi, I will only be able to use the 

adverbial diagnostic. The C-selectional properties of –attsi will shed light on the category 

of the final. If –attsi is v-selecting, the final is v. If –attsi is Voice-selecting, the final is 

either v or Voice. This ambiguity remains because -attsi selects a complement with two 

heads, v and Voice. This leaves two options: (i) the final is v and Voice is null, or (ii) the 

final is Voice and v is null (26). I return to this question in §3.2.1. 

 

(26) CATEGORY OF VERB FINAL 

a. VERB-SELECTING 

ROOT - V - CAUSE 
Initial - Final - attsi 
 

b. VOICE-SELECTING 
 

ROOT - V - VOICE - CAUSE 
(i) Initial - Final - ø - attsi 
(ii) Initial - ø - Final - attsi 
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Evidence that Blackfoot –attsi does not directly select a root can be found in descriptive 

grammars and dictionaries of Blackfoot (Frantz, 1991, Frantz and Russell, 1995, Taylor, 

1969, Uhlenbeck, 1938). These sources note that –attsi is suffixed to a verb stem 

consisting of a root and a final, and not a bare root (27).  

 

(27) a. ROOT IHPI ‘DANCE’ 
  AI: ihpi-yi  √-AI.FINAL ‘dance’ 
  TI: ihpi-watoo √-TI.FINAL ‘dance (a dance)’ 

   (Frantz and Russell, 1995) 
 
 b. BLACKFOOT –ATTSI ATTACHES TO ROOT + FINAL 
  nítsspiyáttsaawa   nitána 
 nit-ihpi-yi-attsi-aa-wa   n-itan-wa 
 1-√dance-AI.FINAL-CAUSE-DIR-PROX 1-daughter-3S 
 ‘I made my daughter dance’ 

(Frantz, 1991) 
 

   

These data strongly support my hypothesis that –attsi is not a root-selecting causative. If 

–attsi selected a root directly, no final morpheme would intervene between the root and 

cause. However, (28)a shows that –attsi selects a root plus final, which suggests that the 

complement of –attsi is either v or Voice. Moreover, constructions in which –attsi 

intervenes between the root and the final are ungrammatical, as in (28)b. Therefore, I 

conclude that -attsi cannot select a RootP complement. 
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(28) a. CAUSATIVE –ATTSI IS SUFFIXED TO VERB STEM - GRAMMATICAL 
 na  jaan  ooyattsaawa  ni  mary 
 ann-wa  jaan  oo-yi-attsi-aa-wa  ann-yi  mary 
 DEM-PROX.SG  John  √eat-AI.FINAL-CAUSE-DIR-PROX  DEM-OBV.SG  Mary 
 ‘John fed Mary (cf. John made Mary eat)’ 

 

b. CAUSATIVE –ATTSI IS SUFFIXED TO ROOT – UNGRAMMATICAL 
* na  jaan  ooattsiyaawa  ni  mary 

ann-wa  jaan  oo-attsi-yi-aa-wa  ann-yi  mary 
 DEM-PROX.SG  John  √eat-CAUSE-AI.FINAL-DIR-PROX  DEM-OBV.SG  Mary 

  ‘John fed Mary (cf. John made Mary eat)’ 
 

 

Further evidence that –attsi is not root-selecting comes from the type of adverbial 

modification that –attsi allows. Adverbial modification is the focus of the second 

diagnostic, which I turn to now. 

 

3.2 Diagnostic 2: Adverbial Modification 

 

In this section, I apply the second diagnostic, which considers adverbial modification of 

and below the cause head. I use the scope ambiguity of agent-oriented and manner 

adverbs to demonstrate that Blackfoot –attsi causatives are Voice-selecting. 

 

The second diagnostic assumes that only certain elements in the structure will be 

available for adverbial modification by different semantic classes of adverbs. The 

adverbial classes that I employ in this paper are root-modification, manner, and agent-

oriented adverbs. As introduced above, root-modifiers modify category-neutral roots. 

Partway, half-full and mostly are examples of English root-modifiers. Manner adverbs are 
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adjoined to vP, and modify the action. These include English adverbs quickly, quietly and 

grumpily. Agent-oriented adverbs modify an argument of VoiceP. English adverbs 

reluctantly, willingly, and obediently are agent-oriented adverbs. These are summarized 

in (18) above, reproduced as (29) below. 

 

(29) THREE SETS OF ADVERBS 

ADVERB SET CATEGORY 
MODIFIED 

SAMPLE ADVERBS 
(ENGLISH) 

SEMANTIC 
CONTRIBUTION 

Root-modifier Root partway 
mostly 

Modifies result 

Manner v quickly 
quietly 

Modifies manner 
of action 

Agent-oriented Voice willingly 
obediently 

Modifies agent 

 
 

With this diagnostic, we are considering the C-selectional properties of cause heads: root-

selecting, v-selecting or Voice-selecting. Each possible complement of cause (RootP, vP, 

or VoiceP) is predicted to allow different types of adverbs based on its content. These 

predictions are presented in (30). Because Blackfoot –attsi is Voice-bundling (Chapter 2), 

cause in these trees is represented as voicecause. 
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(30) PREDICTED ADVERBIAL MODIFICATION OF ROOT-, V- AND VOICE-SELECTING 
CAUSATIVES 

 
a. ROOT-SELECTING 

  

b. V-SELECTING 

  

c. VOICE-SELECTING 
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Before I apply the adverbial diagnostic to Blackfoot –attsi causatives, I will walk through 

a few examples from other languages to develop more specific predictions. 

 

Root-selecting causatives: English zero-causatives 

 

English zero-causatives are root-selecting causatives, and the category of cause is 

voicecause. The structure of a root-selecting causative is such that cause selects a category-

neutral root directly. In Pylkkänen’s analysis, root-selecting cause takes the role of 

category-defining functional v head, i.e. voicecause is the v that derives a verb from the 

category-neutral root. Simultaneously, cause adds causative semantics to the verb. In 

essence, the role of voicecause in a root-selecting construction like an English zero-

causative is to derive a causative verb from a category-netural root. (31).  

 

(31) ENGLISH ZERO-CAUSATIVE 

 John awoke Bill (cf. John caused Bill to wake) 
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The above structure has implications for adverbial modification, particularly for agent-

oriented adverbs such as grumpily. Such an adverb is called agent-oriented because it 

must be an adjunct to a VoiceP. In the root-selecting causative in (31), there is only one 

VoiceP, and that is the voicecauseP. In the above structure, an agent-oriented adverb 

adjoined to voicecauseP must modify the agent of cause, not the manner of waking up. In 

(32), John grumpily causes Bill to wake up; John does not cause Bill to wake up 

grumpily. 

 

(32) ENGLISH ZERO-CAUSATIVE 

 John awoke Bill grumpily. 
 (i)  John grumpily causes Bill to wake up. 
 (ii)     * John causes Bill to grumpily wake up. 

(Pylkkänen, 2008) 
 

   

No agent-oriented adverb, then, is able to modify the manner in which Bill acts, because 

the only VoiceP available is voicecauseP.15  

                                                
15 In this type of construction, only root-modifiers can modify an internal argument like Bill. Consider the 
following examples (i-ii). 
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v-selecting causatives: Finnish –tta causatives 

 

Finnish –tta causatives are v-selecting. The category of -tta cause is vcause. The structure 

of v-selecting causatives leads to some predictions about which semantic classes can take 

lower scope inside a causative construction. First, v-modifying manner adverbs will be 

able to modify the caused event. Second, since there is no Voice head in the complement 

of cause, agent-oriented adverbs will be impossible under cause. In other words, the 

caused event cannot be modified by an agent-oriented adverb.  

 

Consider the following Finnish examples, which demonstrate that Finnish –tta causatives 

allow manner adverbs, but not agent-oriented adverbs, to modify the caused event. Note 

also that in this sentence, the external argument is introduced by v (33).16  

 

                                                                                                                                            
(i) VERB-MODIFYING ADVERB 
 John drove Bill grumpily 
 (Grumpily refers to John) 
 
(ii) ROOT-MODIFIER 
 John drove Bill partway 
 (Partway refers to the resulting location of Bill) 
 
16 To Pylkkänen (2008), some external arguments are introduced by v and some are introduced by Voice. 
The distinction is made based on the whether or not the argument can be modified by an agent-oriented 
adverb. We see in example (16)b that the external argument of build, ‘Matti’, cannot be modified by an 
agent-oriented adverb, and is therefore introduced by v. This argument has little bearing on the Blackfoot 
facts, because my proposal is that Blackfoot –attsi is Voice-selecting. This means that, structurally, external 
arguments of Blackfoot verbs are introduced by Voice and we do not need to draw any distinctions between 
external arguments introduced by Voice or v in this discussion. However, see Kim’s (2009) proposal that 
non-agentive external arguments are introduced by Appl and not v. 
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(33) FINNISH –TTA CAUSATIVES ARE V-SELECTING 
 
a. V-MODIFICATION OF CAUSED EVENT 

Opettaja  laula-tt-i  kuoro-a  kauniisti 
Teacher.NOM  sing-CAUSE-PAST choir-PAST  beautifully 
‘The teacher made the choir sing beautifully.’ 

(Pylkkänen 2008:116, ex. 83) 
b. AGENT-ORIENTED MODIFICATION OF CAUSED EVENT IMPOSSIBLE 

Ulla  rakken-utt-i  Matti-lla  uude-n  toimistopöydä-n  
Ulla.NOM build-CAUSE-PAST  Matti-ADESS  new-ACC  office.table-ACC  

innokkaasti 
enthusiastically 

(i) ‘Ulla, enthusiastically, had Matti build her a new office desk.’ 
(ii)     * ‘Ulla had Matti, enthusiastically, build her a new office desk.’ 

(Pylkkänen 2008:116, ex. 84) 
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Voice-selecting causatives: Venda causatives 

 

Venda causatives are Voice-selecting. The category of cause is unknown, so I will 

represent it as voicecause, to be most like the Blackfoot examples. Voice-selecting 

causatives are the only type of causative that allow agent-oriented adverbial modification 

below cause. This is because agent-oriented adverbs are adjuncts of Voice heads; only 

Voice-selecting causatives embed a Voice head below cause. Agent-oriented adverbs in 

Voice-selecting causatives have ambiguous scope: they are equally able to modify the 

causing event and the caused event. 

 

Pylkkänen (2008) analyses Venda causatives as Voice-selecting because they have this 

property of scope ambiguity (34).  
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(34) AGENT-ORIENTED ADVERBS TAKE AMBIGUOUS SCOPE IN VENDA 
Muuhambadzi  o-reng-is-a  Katonga modoro  nga  dzangalelo 
salesman  3SG.PAST-buy-CAUSE-FV Katonga car  with  enthusiasm 
(i) ‘The salesman, eagerly, made Katonga buy the car.’ 
(ii) ‘The salesman made Katonga, eagerly, buy the car.’ 

(Pylkkänen, 2008:83, ex. 8) 

(i)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(ii)   
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3.2.1 Evidence from Blackfoot 

 

In §3.1.1, we saw evidence that Blackfoot -attsi causatives are not root-selecting based on 

morphological evidence. In this section, I apply the adverbial diagnostic to –attsi 

causatives. With this diagnostic, I give further evidence that –attsi is not root-selecting. 

Additionally, based on scope ambiguity of agent-oriented and manner adverbs, I propose 

that Blackfoot –attsi is not v-selecting, but that it is Voice-selecting. 

 

I argue that Blackfoot –attsi causatives are not root-selecting, because v-modifying 

adverbs are able to modify the caused event. Crucially, there must be one v in the 

structure that is not voicecause, because adverbial modification of voicecause is restricted to 

the causing event. I represent the head that introduces the external argument as ?? 

because to Pylkkänen (2008), some external arguments are introduced by Voice, and 

some by v.17 The category of the complement of voicecause is still unknown (35). 

 

                                                
17 This distinction is explained in footnote 16 on page 29. 
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(35) BLACKFOOT V-MODIFICATION OF CAUSED EVENT 

 na aakííkoan iitáíkkamihpiyattsi  ni  
 ann-wa  aakiikoan  iit-a-ikkam-ihpi-yi-attsi  ann-yi   
 DEM-PROX.SG  girl  then-IMPF-quick-√dance-AI-CAUSE  DEM-OBV.SG  
  otsitapíím 
  ot-atapiim 
  GEN-doll 
 ‘The girl made her doll dance fast (i.e. the dancing is fast).’ 
 

 

 

In the above structure, ikkam- ‘quick’ is modifying the verb ‘dance’, which is the caused 

event. This is in contrast with the English root-selecting zero-causative. In John awoke 

Bill grumpily, the only Voice available to the agent-oriented adverb grumpily is voicecause, 

as in (32), above, and therefore grumpily can only modify the causing event. The 

evidence in (35) stands as additional evidence that Blackfoot -attsi is not root-selecting. 

 

If Blackfoot –attsi is not root-selecting, it must be either v- or Voice-selecting. If –attsi is 

v-selecting, agent-oriented adverbs should not be able to take lower scope, because there 
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is no Voice head below voicecause. If Blackfoot is Voice-selecting, both Voice and v are  

in the complement of voicecause, so agent-oriented adverbs should be able to take lower 

scope and modify the caused event (36).  

 

(36) SCOPE AMBIGUITY PREDICTIONS: V- AND VOICE-SELECTING CAUSE 

 v-selecting Voice-selecting 

Agent-oriented adverb modifies causing event   

Agent-oriented adverb modifies caused event   

 

 

Blackfoot –attsi causatives pattern with Voice-selecting causatives. The following 

example shows that agent-oriented adverbs can take either higher scope and modify the 

causing event, or it can take lower scope and modify the caused event. This scope 

ambiguity is what is predicted for Voice-selecting causatives (37).  
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(37) AGENT-ORIENTED ADVERB OPTIONALLY MODIFIES CAUSED EVENT 
anna   Mary   áísstsimáíhpiyiattsi  ni  otsitapíím 
ann-wa  Mary  á-sstsim-ihpiyi-attsi   ann-yi  ot-atapíím 
DEM-PROX.SG  Mary  IMPF-reluctant-dance-CAUS DEM-OBV.SG  GEN-doll 
(i) ‘Mary, reluctantly, made the doll dance.’ 

Context: Mary has been asked to demonstrate that her doll can dance but 
she doesn’t want to. 

 (ii)      ‘Mary made the doll, reluctantly, dance.’ 
Context: In play, Mary is asking her doll, who she views as an animate 
being, to dance. Her doll doesn’t want to dance, but Mary begs the doll 
until finally the doll consents to dance, albeit reluctantly. 

 
 (i) 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii)   
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Because the agent-oriented adverb reluctantly is able to modify a head below cause, I 

claim that Blackfoot –attsi causatives are Voice-selecting; that is, Blackfoot –attsi takes a 

VoiceP as a complement. The structure of an –attsi causative is schematized in (38).  

 

(38) PROPOSED STRUCTURE OF BLACKFOOT –ATTSI CAUSATIVES 

 

 
 

In the above structure, the Voice and v heads are left empty. This is because the category 

of the final is uncertain, as mentioned above. The Blackfoot verb final could be in either v 

or Voice, while the other head is null (39).  

 

(39) VOICE-SELECTING CAUSATIVE: CATEGORY OF FINAL UNCERTAIN 
 

ROOT - V - VOICE - CAUSE 
(i) Initial - Final - ø - attsi 
(ii) Initial - ø - Final - attsi 
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3.3 Summary 

 

Over the course of the past two chapters I have given evidence that Blackfoot -attsi 

causatives select a causer external argument, and that –attsi causatives allow Voice-

modifying agent-oriented adverbs below cause. This constitutes evidence that the 

Blackfoot causative morpheme –attsi is a voicecause head, and that it selects a VoiceP as a 

complement. I conclude this paper in the following chapter. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

In this thesis I have presented a syntactic analysis of Blackfoot –attsi causatives. I have 

given evidence that –attsi is voicecause, a category that shares properties of v and Voice, 

and always introduces an external causer. I have proposed that the complement of –attsi 

is a VoiceP. In support of this proposal, I demonstrated that agent-oriented adverbs can 

ambiguously modify the causing or the caused event, which I assume is only possible 

when there is a Voice head in the complement of voicecause/vcause. 

 

4.1 The Question of Blackfoot Verb Finals 

 

My proposal that the Blackfoot causative morpheme –attsi is Voice-selecting does not 

provide independent evidence about the syntactic category of Blackfoot verb finals. 

However, Ritter and Rosen (2009) present convincing evidence that Blackfoot verb finals 

introduce external arguments; in other words, that Blackfoot verb finals are Voice 

morphemes. Assuming their analysis, I propose the following revised structure for 

Blackfoot –attsi causatives (40). 
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(40) REVISED: PROPOSED STRUCTURE FOR BLACKFOOT –ATTSI CAUSATIVES 

 

 

In the next section, I address the similarities between abstract finals, which I assume to be 

Voice, and the causative morpheme –attsi, which I propose has properties of Voice. 

 

4.2 Implications/For Future Study 

 

In this thesis, I have presented a proposal in which the causative morpheme –attsi is 

voicecause, and introduces external arguments. Blackfoot –attsi is classed as a CONCRETE 

FINAL (Frantz, 1991), which is a term used in studies of Algonquian languages for 

derivational valence-changing morphemes (Bloomfield, 1946). Frantz (1991) classes 

causative –attsi with other concrete finals such as the benefactive morpheme –omo, the 

reflexive morpheme -ohsi, and the reciprocal morpheme –otsiiyi. Concrete finals are 

contrasted with Blackfoot verb finals (ABSTRACT FINALS) (41). 
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(41) SOME CONCRETE FINALS 

FINAL FUNCTION VALENCE-
CHANGE 

EXAMPLES CATEGORY 

‘I danced’ -attsi Causative +1 
‘I made Mary dance’ 

Voice 

‘I bought milk’ -omo Benefactive +1 
‘I bought milk for her’ 

Voice 
(Bliss, 2009) 

‘John shaved Bill’ -ohsi Reflexive -1 
‘John shaved (himself)’ 

?? 

‘I love you’ -otsiiyi Reciprocal -1  
‘We love (each other)’ 

?? 

 

 

Ritter and Rosen (2009) class the benefactive morpheme –omo with abstract finals, 

instead of with concrete finals. Recall that they propose that abstract finals are Voice: 

their treatment of benefactive –omo is consistent with my treatment of causative –attsi, 

except that Ritter and Rosen do not distinguish between Voice and voice, as is done in 

this analysis. Bliss (2009) also gives evidence that the benefactive morpheme –omo is 

Voice, and does not address the Voice/voice distinction. In her work, Bliss develops a 

proposal that the distinction between abstract and concrete finals is less important than a 

distinction between finals that introduce inanimate arguments and finals that introduce 

animate arguments. 

 

Bliss assumes Ritter and Rosen’s (2009) analysis that the category of Blackfoot verb 

finals is Voice. She presents evidence that transitive animate verb finals, which are 

abstract finals that introduce an animate internal argument and an animate external 

argument, have the same properties as the concrete final –omo. She hypothesizes that 

there may be no need to distinguish between abstract and concrete finals in Blackfoot. As 
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this distinction is made across the entire Algonquian language family, there may be no 

need for a distinction between abstract and concrete finals in other languages, either.  

 

The present analysis lends preliminary support to Ritter and Rosen’s, and Bliss’ 

proposals. Consider the following similarities between abstract and concrete finals (42). 

 

(42) ABSTRACT VS. CONCRETE FINALS IN BLACKFOOT 

CLASS OF FINAL TYPE OF MORPHOLOGY CATEGORY 
Abstract Derivational Voice  

 
Concrete Derivational Voice/voice 

 
(Bliss, 2009, Frantz, 1991, Johansson, 2007, Ritter and Rosen, 2009) 

 

The first task in continuing this work will be to determine whether or not all of the 

concrete finals listed by Frantz (1991) have the properties of Voice/voice. Whether 

benefactive –omo is Voice or voice should be determined. Regarding the 

abstract/concrete final problem, at present, only valency-increasing concrete finals have 

been studied in depth. It remains to be determined whether valence-decreasing concrete 

finals (reflexives and reciprocals) can be treated with the same analysis. It also remains to 

be determined whether the classification of verb finals into concrete and abstract holds in 

any Algonquian language. This is interesting work that I leave to future research.
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APPENDIX: Data from MuDBE Elicitation 
 
 
 
This appendix contains data from four recordings of the MuDBE story ‘Super Doll’. The 

data is organized by story frame, with the English target sentence. This data is meant to 

be illustrative of the elicitation process: the data transcription in some places is 

preliminary. 

 
‘SUPER DOLL’ 
 
Pokáákiiwa  iihta’panssiwa  anni  otsiapíími  inihkiaakii 
Pokáákii-wa  iiht-á’p-anssi-wa  ann-yi  ot-atapíím-yi  inihki-aakíí 
Little.Woman-PROX.SG  MEANS-about-proud-PROX  DEM-OBV.SG  GEN-doll-OBV.SG  sing-woman 
‘BLACKFOOT TITLE: Little Woman is bragging about her doll Singing Woman.’ 
 

 
 
1. The girl showed her doll to the boy. 
 
 
1.1 
na  aakííkoan ni  otsitapíím  otawaistamaattsi  ni  saahkómaapi 
ann-wa  aakííkoan ann-yi  ot-atapíím  ot-á-wai’stamáttsi  ann-yi  saahkómaapi 
DEM-AN.SG girl  DEM-OBV.SG GEN-doll    3-IMPF-demonstrate  DEM-OBV.SG  boy 
‘The girl showed the doll to the boy.’ 
 
1.2 
na  aakííkoan  áíyinni  ni  otsitapíím  ki  na  saahkómaapi  
ann-wa  aakííkoan  á-yinni  ann-yi  ot-atapíím  ki  ann-wa  saahkómaapi 
DEM-PROX.SG  girl  IMPF-hold  DEM-OBV.SG  GEN-doll  and  DEM-PROX.SG  boy 
 iitotáí’poyi 
 iit-ot-á-ipoyi 
 then-3-stand 
‘The girl was holding the doll and the boy was standing (watching).’ 
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1.3 
na  aakiikoan  iitsitáí’poyi  anni  otsitapíím 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-it-á-i’poyi  ann-yi  ot-atapíím 
DEM-PROX.SG  girl  then-?-IMPF-speak  DEM-OBV.SG  GEN-doll 
‘The girl is talking about her doll’ 
 
1.4 
Ássa ma  Máánikapi.  Ki iitáí  kitai’stamattsio 
Ássa  ma  máánikapi  ki  iit-á  kit-wai’stamáttsi-o 
Hey  there  Bachelor  and  then-IMPF?  2-demonstrate-INV 
‘Hey Bachelor, let me show you’ 
 
 

 
 
2. The girl said, ‘My doll can do anything!’ 
 
 
2.1 
na  aakííkoan  iitaanii na  otsitapíím  ááhkotsinihki ki  ááhkotsspiyi 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-waanii  ann-wa  ot-atapíím   ááhk-ot-inihki  ki  ááhk-ot-ihpiyi 
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-say  DEM-AN.SG  POSS-doll   might-3-sing  and  might-3-dance 
‘The girl said that her doll can sing and dance.’ 
 
2.2 
Anna  nitsitapíím  Inihkiáákiiwa  ohkottsspiyi 
ann-wa  nit-atapíím  inihki-aakíí-wa  ohkott-ihpiyi 
DEM-PROX.SG  1-doll  sing-woman-PROX.SG  able-dance 
‘My doll Singing Woman can dance.’  
 
 

 
 
3. The girl said, ‘I can make my doll dance!’ 
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3.1 
na  aakííkoan  iitaaniiwa   na   otsitapííma  ohkottsspiyi 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-waanii-wa  ann-wa  ot-atapíím-wa  ohkott-ihpiyi 
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-say-PROX DEM-AN.SG  POSS-doll-3S  able-dance 
‘The girl said that her doll can dance.’ 
 
3.2 
Pókaakiiwa  iitaaniiwa  nitáhkottssi  áípasskaattsaawa  na  
Pok-aakii-wa  iit-aanii-wa  nit-ohkott-ssi  á-ipasskaa-attsi-aa-wa  ann-wa  
Little-woman-PROX.SG  then-say-PROX.SG  1-able-AI  IMPF-dance-CAUSE-DIR-PROX  DEM-PROX.SG  
 inihkíaakii. 
 inihki-aakíí 
 sing-woman 
‘Little woman said, ‘I can make my doll Singing Woman dance.’’ 
 
3.3 
Pókaakiiwa  iitaaniiwa  nitáhkottssi  áípasskaattsaawa 
Pok-aakii-wa  iit-aanii-wa  nit-ohkott-ssi  á-ipasskaa-attsi-aa-wa  
Little-woman-PROX.SG  then-say-PROX.SG  1-able-AI  IMPF-dance-CAUSE-DIR-PROX  
 na  inihkíaakii 
 ann-wa  inihki-aakíí 
 DEM-PROX.SG  sing-woman 
‘Little woman said, ‘I can make my doll Singing Woman dance.’’ 
 
 

 
 
4. So the girl made her doll dance, and showed it to the boy. 
 
4.1 
na  aakííkoan  iitáíhpiyattsi ni  otawai’stamáttsi ni 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-á-ihpiyi-attsi  ann-yi   ot-á-wai’stamáttsi  ann-yi  
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-IMPF-dance-CAUS  DEM-OBV.SG  3-IMPF-demonstrate DEM-OBV  
 saahkómaapi 
 saahkómaapi 
 boy 
‘The girl was making it dance and showed it to the boy.’ 
 
4.2 
issammisa!  nitáípasskaattsaawa 
ssamm-s  nit-á-ipasskaa-attsi-aa-wa 
look-IMP  1-IMPF-dance-CAUSE-DIR-PROX 
‘Look at her! I’m making her dance.’ 
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5. The girl said, ‘I can make my doll dance slowly.’ 
 
 
5.1 
na  aakííkoan  iitaikkinaihpiyattsi   ni  otsitapíím 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-á-ikkina-ihpiyi-attsi   ann-yi  ot-atapíím 
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-IMPF-soft-dance-CAUS   DEM-OBV.SG  POSS-doll 
‘The girl made the doll dance slowly.’ 
 
5.2 
na  aakííkoan  iitaanii  ni  otsitapíími ááhkotsikkinaihpiyattsi 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-waanii  ann-yi  ot-atapíím   ááhk-ot-ikkina-á-ihpiyi-attsi 
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-say  DEM-OBV.SG  POSS-doll   might-3-slow-IMPF-dance-CAUS 
‘The girl said that she could make her doll dance slowly.’ 
 
5.3 
ááksikaksikkináípasskaawa.  Sipisttoipasskaan am 
aak-ikak-ikkina-ipasskaa-wa  sipisttoo-ipasskaa-n  am 
FUT-just-slow-dance-PROX  owl-dance-NMZ  DEM 
‘She’s just going to dance slowly. This is Owl dancing.’ 
 
 

 
 
6. So the girl made her doll dance slowly, and showed it to the boy. 
 
6.1 
iitsikkinaihpiyattsi  ni  atapíím  otai’stamáttsi  ni  saahkómaapi 
iit-ikkina-ihpiyi-attsi  ann-yi  atapíím  ot-wai’stamáttsi   ann-yi  saahkómaapi 
then-soft-dance-CAUS  DEM-OBV.SG  doll  3-demonstrate   DEM-OBV.SG  boy 
‘The girl made the doll dance slowly and showed it to the boy.’ 
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6.2 
issammisa!  áísipisttoipasskaawa. 
ssamm-s  á-sipisttoo-ipasskaa-wa 
look-IMP  IMPF-owl-dance-PROX 
‘Look at her. She’s Owl dancing.’ 
 
6.3 
issammisa!  Nitááksipisttoipasskaattsaawa 
ssamm-s  nit-áák-sipisttoo-ipasskaa-attsi-aa-wa 
look-IMP  1-FUT-owl-dance-CAUSE-DIR-PROX 
‘Look at her. I’ll make her Owl dance.’ 
 
 
 

 
 
7. The girl said, ‘I can make my doll dance fast!’ 
 
7.1 
na  aakííkoan  iitaikkamihpiyattsi   ni  otsitapíím 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-á-ikkam-ihpiyi-attsi   ann-yi  ot-atapíím 
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-IMPF-quick-dance-CAUS  DEM-OBV.SG  3-doll 
‘The girl made the doll dance fast.’ 
 
7.2 
na  aakííkoan  iitaanii  nitaahkohkottsikkamihpiyattsaa  na  nitsitapíím  
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-waanii  nit-aahk-ohkott-ikkam-ihpiyi-attsi-aa  ann-wa nit-atapíím 
DEM-AN.SG  girl   then-say  1-might-able-fast-dance-CAUS-DIR    DEM-AN.SG  1-doll 
‘The girl said, ‘I can make my doll dance fast.’’ 
 

 
 
8. So the girl made the doll dance fast, and showed it to the boy. 
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8.1 
iitsíkkamihpiyattsi  ni  otsitapíím ni  saahkómaapi  iitai’stamáttsi 
iit-ikkam-ihpiyi-attsi  ann-yi  ot-atapíím  ann-yi  saahkómaapi  iit-wai’stamáttsi 
then-fast-dance-CAUS  DEM-OBV.SG  3-doll DEM-OBV.SG  boy  then-demonstrate 
‘She made the doll dance fast and she showed it to the boy.’ 
8.2 
issammisa!  áwai’stooipasskaawa. 
ssamm-s  á-mai’stoo-ipasskaa-wa 
look-IMP  IMPF-crow-dance-PROX 
‘Look at her! She is Crow dancing.’ 
 
 

 
 
9. The girl said, ‘I can make my doll sing!’ 
 
9.1 
na  aakííkoan  iitaanii  ni  otsitapíími  ááhkotsainihki  ihkinayi 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-waanii  ann-yi  ot-atapíím   ááhk-ot-inihki  ikkina?-yi? 
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-say  DEM-OBV.SG  POSS-doll   might-3-sing  soft-OBV 
‘The girl said she can make her doll sing.’ 
 
9.2 
na  inihkiaakiiwa  áákatohkottsinihkiwa 
ann-wa  inihki-aakíí-wa  áak-at-ohkott-inihki-wa 
DEM-PROX.SG  sing-woman-PROX.SG  FUT-?-able-sing-PROX 
‘Singing Woman can sing, too.’ 
 
9.3 
nitáákatohkottsinihkiattsaawa 
nit-áak-at-ohkott-inihki-attsi-aa-wa 
1-FUT-?-able-sing-CAUSE-DIR-PROX 
‘I can make her sing, too’ 
 

 
 
10. So the girl made her doll sing, and showed it to the boy. 
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10.1 
na  aakííkoan  iitainihkiattsi  ni  otsitapíím  
ann-wa  aakííkoan   iit-á-inihki-attsi  ann-yi  ot-atapíím   
DEMAAN.SG  girl  then-IMPF-sing-CAUS  DEM-OBV.SG  POSS-doll   
 iitai’stamáttsi  ni  saahkómaapi 
 iit-wai’stamáttsi  ann-yi saahkómaapi 
 then-demonstrate  DEM-OBV.SG  boy 
‘The girl made the doll sing and showed it to the boy.’ 
 
10.2 
ísstsiiwakatsisa!  ááksinihkiwa. 
yisstsiiwakat-s  áak-inihki-wa 
listen.to-IMP  FUT-sing-PROX 
‘Listen to her! She is going to sing.’ 
 
 

 
 
11. The girl said, ‘I can make my doll sing quietly!’ 
 
11.1 
na  aakííkoan  iitaanii  aahkohkottsikinainihki  na  nitsitapíím 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-waanii ááhk-ohkott-ikkina-inihki  ann-wa  nit-atapíím 
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-say  might-able-soft-sing   DEM-AN.SG  1-doll 
‘The girl said, ‘my doll can sing slowly.’’ 
 
11.2 
na  aakííkoan  iitaanii  ni  otsitapíími ááhkohkottsikkinainihkinaih 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-waanii  ann-yi  ot-atapíím-yi  ááhk-ohkott-ikkina-inihki-h 
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-say  DEM-OBV.SG POSS-doll-OBV.SG  might-able-quietly-sing-NON.AFFIRM 
‘The girl said that the doll can sing quietly.’ 
 
11.3 
Nitáákatohkottssi  ikkináínihkiattsaawa 
nit-áak-at-ohkott-ssi  ikkina-inihki-attsi-aa-wa 
1-FUT-?-able-AI  quiet-sing-CAUSE-DIR-PROX 
‘I am also able to make her sing’ 
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12. So the girl made her doll sing quietly and showed it to the boy. 
 
12.1 
iitsikkinainihkiattsi     ni                  otsitapíími       iitai’stamáttsiwa  ni  saahkómaapiyi 
iit-ikkina-inihki-attsi  ann-yi           ot-atapíím-yi    iit-wai’stamáttsi-wa  ann-yi  saahkómaapi-yi 
then-soft-sing-CAUS    DEM-OBV.SG  3-doll-OBV.SG  then-demonstrate-3S  DEM-OBV.SG  boy-OBV.SG 
‘She made the doll sing quietly and showed it to the boy.’ 
 
12.2 
ísstsiiwakatsisa!  kááksikkináínihkiwa 
yisstsiiwakat-s  káák-ikkina-inihki-wa 
listen.to-IMP  just-quiet-sing-PROX 
‘Listen to her! She’s just singing softly’ 
 
 

 
 
13. The girl said, ‘I can make my doll sing loudly!’ 
 
13.1 
na aakííkoan  iitaanii  na   otsitapííma  ohkottsohkáinihki 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-waanii  ann-wa   ot-atapíím-wa  ohkott-sohk-á-inihki 
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-say  DEM-AN.SG  POSS-doll-AN.SG  able-loud-IMPF-sing 
‘The girl said that the doll could sing loud.’ 
 
13.2 
Ki nitáákatohkottssi  isohksinihkiattsaawa 
ki  nit-áak-at-ohkott-ssi  sohk-inihki-attsi-aa-wa 
and  1-FUT-?-able-AI  loud-sing-CAUSE-DIR-PROX 
‘I can make her sing loudly’ 
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14. So the girl made the doll sing loudly, but the boy didn’t like it. 
 
14.1 
na  aakííkoan  iitsohkainihkiattsi   ni   otsitapíím  na 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-sohk-á-inihki-attsi   ann-yi   ot-atapíím  ann-wa  
 DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-loudly-IMPF-sing-CAUS  DEM-OBV.SG  POSS-doll  DEM-AN.SG  
 saahkómaapi  maataahsi’tsimi   iikomaayisohkohtako 
 saahkómaapi  maat-yaahs-i’tsi-mi  iik-oma-sohk-ohtako  
 boy  NEG-good-feel-3S/4S very-intemperate-loud-sound 
‘The girl made the doll sing loudly and the boy didn’t like it because it was loud.’ 
 
14.2 
na  maanikapiwa  iitáíyoohksstookiinohsiwa  na  
ann-wa  maanikapi-wa  iit-á-yoohk-sstooki-n-ohsi-wa  ann-wa  
DEM-PROX.SG  bachelor-PROX.SG  then-IMPF-entrance-ear-?-REFL-PROX  DEM-PROX.SG  
 inihkiáákiiwa  iikómaisohksinihki 
 inihki-aakíí-wa  iik-oma-sohk-inihki 
 sing-woman-PROX.SG  very-intemperately-loudly-sing 
‘Then Bachelor covered his ears because Singing Woman’s singing was too loud.’ 
 
 

 
 
15. The boy got upset because the doll’s singing was too loud. 
 
 
15.1 
na saahkómaapiwa  iikóki’taki  ni  atapíími  iikomaisttsiinihki 
ann-wa  saahkómaapi-wa  iik-ok-i’taki  ann-yi  atapíím-yi  iik-oma-isttsi-inihki 
DEM-AN.SG  boy-AN.SG  very-bad-feel  DEM-OBV.SG  doll-OBV.SG  very-intemperate-testy-sing 
‘The boy was mad because the doll was singing too loud.’ 
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15.2 
maanikapiwa  iiksawaahsi’takiwa  anni  inihkiaakii  otáísohksinihkss 
maanikapi-wa  iik-saw-yaahs-i’taki-wa  ann-yi  inihki-aakíí  ot-á-sohk-inihki-hsin 
bachelor-PROX.SG  very-NEG-pleasant-feel-PROX  DEM-OBV.SG  sing-woman  GEN-IMPF-loud-sing-NMZ 
‘Bachelor didn’t like Singing Woman’s loud singing.’ 
 

 
 
16. The boy said, ‘Stop that awful loud music!’ 
 
16.1 
na  saahkómaapi  iitaanii  ni  atapíím  maahksawattsinihks 
ann-wa  saahkómaapi  iit-waanii  ann-yi  atapíím   maahk-saw-atts-inihki-si  
DEM-AN.SG  boy  then-say  DEM-OBV.SG  doll  might-NEG-CAUS-sing-IMP 
 maatsstaaínihkihpi 
 maat-sstaa-inihki-hpi 
 NEG-want-sing-NONAFFIRM 
‘The boy said that the doll was singing loudly and that she should make it stop.’ 
 
16.2 
piináttsinihkiattsisa! 
piin-att-inihki-attsi-s 
NEG-again-sing-cause-IMP 
‘Don’t make her sing again!’ 
 
 

 
 
17. In anger, the girl made the doll stop singing. 
 
17.1 
na  aakííkoan  itsinikksawattsinihkiattsi  ni  otsitapíím 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-inikk-saw-atts-inihki-attsi   ann-yi  ot-atapíím 
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-angry-NEG-CAUS-sing-CAUS   DEM-OBV.SG  POSS-doll 
‘In anger, the girl made the doll stop singing.’ 
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17.2 
pokaakííwa  ííksawaahsi’takiwa  inihkiáákiiwaatsiksi  
pok-aakíí-wa  iik-saw-yaahs-i’taki-wa  inihki-aakíí-waatsiksi  
little-woman-PROX.SG  very-NEG-pleasant-feel-PROX  sing-woman-NON.AFFIRM  
 sawáákattohkottsinihkss 
 saw-áak-att-ohkott-inihki-his 
 NEG-FUT-?-able-sing-CONJ 
‘Little Woman is not happy that Singing Woman can’t sing.’ 
 

 
 
18. The girl made the boy leave the room. 
 
18.1 
ni  saahkómaapi  iitsaisskoyi   ki  na  saahkómaapi  iitsaksi 
ann-yi  saahkómaapi  iit-ai-ssko-yiiwa   ki  ann-wa  saahkómaapi  iit-saksi 
DEM-OBV.SG boy  then-IMPF-chase-3S/4S  and  DEM-AN.SG  boy  then-exit.room 
‘[The girl] made the boy leave the room and the boy left.’ 
 
18.2 
Pókaakiiwa  áitaanistsiiwa  ni  máánikapi  míístapsaksit! 
pok-aakíí-wa  á-iit-waanist-yiiwa  ann-yi  maanikapi  miistap-saksi-t 
little-woman-PROX.SG IMPF-then-say.to-3S:4S  DEM-OBV.SG  bachelor  away-exit-IMP 
‘Little woman said to Bachelor, ‘get out!’’ 
 
 

 
 
19. The girl said, ‘I don’t like boys!!’ 
 
19.1 
na  aakííkoan  iitaanii  maatayaahsimmaa saahkómaapiiksi 
ann-wa  aakííkoan  iit-waanii  maat-ayaahs-imm-aa   saahkómaapi-iksi 
DEM-AN.SG  girl  then-say  NEG-good-feel-DIR   boy-AN.PL 
‘The girl said that she doesn’t like boys.’ 
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19.2 
pókaakiiwa  iitaaniiwa  máátohkaahsimmaa  na  maanikapiwa 
pok-aakíí-wa  iit-waanii-wa  máát-ohk-yaahs-imm-aa  ann-wa  maanikapi-wa 
little-woman-PROX.SG then-say-PROX  NEG-able-pleasant-feel.toward-1S:3S  DEM-PROX  bachelor-PROX.SG 
‘Pokáákii said, ‘I don’t like Bachelor.’ 
 
 

 
 
20. The doll agreed, ‘Yeah! I don’t like boys, either!’ 
 
20.1 
atapíím  nohkáttsiitaanii  maatotayaahsimmihka  saahkómaapiiksi 
atapíím  nohkátt-iit-waanii  maat-ot-yaahs-imm-hka   saahkómaapi-iksi 
doll  also-then-say  NEG-3-good-feel.toward-INVS   boy-AN.PL 
‘The doll said that she doesn’t like boys either.’ 
 
20.2 
inihkiáákiiwa  nohkattsiitaaniiwa  ni’toyi!  Nitsiikóhkattsawaahsimmaa 
inihki-aakíí-wa  nohkatt-iit-waanii-wa  ni’to-yi  nit-iik-nohkatt-saw-yaahs-imm-aa 
sing-woman-PROX.SG  also-then-say-PROX  same-IN.SG  1-very-also-NEG-pleasant-feel.toward-1S:3S 
‘Singing Woman said, ‘Me too! I don’t like him, either!’ 
 


